10 reasons to choose SpanishviaSkype
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Convenience
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2

Practical
approach
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Custom designed
courses
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Teachers

By breaking the “time-space

Our approach develops real-

We design made-to-measure
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barriers” of the traditional

life language use for everyday

courses, based on the needs

qualified. They are specialized
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situations. Our methodology
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time

Framework of Reference for
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classes,
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good command of English

take their lessons whenever

for our students to interact with

different Spanish as a foreign

(B2), allowing them to teach

they

class

fluency in Spanish, that’s why

language (ELE) resources.

bilingual (ideal for students

times are flexible for their

we design our classes with an

who have an A1 level in

convenience and adapted

action-oriented approach in
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to suit their agendas.

which content-grammatical
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communication
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5

Ongoing
Counseling

6

Classes for
specific purposes

Our teachers offer academic

We design Spanish courses

support

students

for specific purposes, such as

learning

Business classes,

to

throughout

the

Spanish for

process. The students can

Job

have free correspondence

Tourism or Medical Spanish.

by email with their teachers

In these classes we introduce

to ask any language doubts

our

whenever

needed.

situations and the specialized

SpanishviaSype does regular

vocabulary that professionals

ongoing

need to communicate with

monitor
progress.

is

evaluations
each

to

student’s

Interviews,

students

Hispanic

Spanish

to

members

community

in

for

realistic

of

their
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daily

work. We teach them how to
handle in different situations
(interviews,

presentations,

meetings, negotiations).
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7

Material
support

8

Motivation

After each lesson, our students

Our classes are extremely

receive a lesson report in

challenging to motivate our

which the teacher points out

students.

all the issues highlighted in

audio-visual

class. This will allow them to

teaching aids (news items,

review their lesson and keep

articles,

track of their progress. We

documents, CDs and videos)

also give them extra material

on which the teacher and

and consolidation activities

student will work together.

for after the class.
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written-

material
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official
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10

Social media

SpanishviaSkype teachers are

Our fees are really competitive.

convinced that social networks

Moreover if you decide to

encourage

buy our class offers (10, 20, 30

interest

in

and

enhance
new

or 40). And remember, each

language. This is why we have

lesson includes: a 50-minute

a blog (www.spanishviaskype.

class, a complete class report

com/blog),

Facebook

with the grammar and lexicon,

(www.facebook.com/

extra material to work after

page

learning

a

a

SpanishClassesviaSkype)

and

the class and the teacher is

a Twitter account (@spanish_

always available to answer

skype) in which students can

your doubts via email.

learn from our news updated
information of interest about
the Spanish language, discover
new
/

grammatical contents

lexicons

and,

of

course,

interact with their teachers.
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